

Gregory Fincham, Music Director
St. Benedict the Abbot Church
120 Abington Drive
McMurray, PA 15317
August 10, 2006
Mr. Gary Czajkowski
CZ Sound, LLC
905 Lincoln Highway
North Versailles, PA 15137
Dear Gary,
I just wanted to send a note of appreciation on behalf of myself and the Music Department at St. Benedict the Abbot Parish. The days prior to the dedication of our new church were hectic
indeed, but you managed to finish and fine tune our new sound system in the most professional way.

I was quite nervous about the dedication mass, since it was to be the first time everything would actually be used and tested with the new church full of people. Despite the challenging acoustics, the sound system that you installed performed above and beyond the greatest of my expectations. The voices were heard loudly and clearly. There was not even a hint of feedback. I did not have to make one adjustment throughout the celebration... or since then for that matter.
The comments received from parishioners have been overwhelmingly positive. People have mentioned the sound system in particular, which is very unusual. While most church sound systems are somewhat like wallpaper and are only noticed when something goes wrong, our sound system actually generated a host of comments describing the presence and clarity of the voices. A staff member actually noted that hearing the sound system for the first time was like being a child and seeing "Star Wars" for the first time! It was simply a new and exciting experience.
So, once again, thanks to you and Rick and your entire CZ team. You truly have provided us with something above and beyond anything I have ever experienced before in a church sound
system.
And thank you for your offer of continued support and training. Should any questions or needs arise, you have made it clear that you would be more than willing to work with us.
clients.
Please feel free to use this letter for advertizing and do not hesitate to share it with potential
Keep up the great work!
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